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Redefining 
Environmentalism
Ever since the passage of the Clean Water Act and the Environmental 
Protection Act nearly 50 years ago, the rise of environmental consciousness 
has spread throughout the next generations of Americans. More than ever 
we are aware of our footprints on the environment, our use of resources 
including water, and our conservation of critical species to the balance of 
natural selection.

Until recently, this environmental cause was led by organizations and non-
profit groups that established after the passage of the legislative acts into law. 
In many instances, these legislative vehicles have become weapons to stop 
growth, limit the harvesting of timber, and dedication of private property to 
habitat. While there have been some benefits such as improved surface water 
quality and recovered species, there has been more litigation and conflict 
generated than in any of the centuries prior to these laws taking effect.

But now we’re seeing a change in how the environment is being managed. More 
collaborative efforts are coming together to manage resources, find solutions 
that make sense and allow for development and working environments, with 
common goals that benefit multiple groups and users collectively. There seems 
to be a widening gap of those who collaborate well from those with extreme, my-
way-or-no-way approaches to environmental solutions and improvements.
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FARM FOCUS IS A REGISTERED CALIFORNIA TRADEMARK  

OF MONTEREY COUNTY FARM BUREAU This new collaborative effort includes local agricultural producers who are early 
adopters for many new farming practices and conservation methods, and that 
are forming alliances with environmental groups to further the protections of 
our resources and habitats. Sustainable farming is no longer just a buzzword but 
something that many farming operations and ranches have implemented as part 
of their ‘company culture’ throughout their workforce and marketing efforts.

While the Salinas Valley boasts some of the most fertile soils of the state, if 
not for modern farming and conservation practices in place there could be no 
bounty of yields each year. Healthy soils, along with water and climate, are key to 
successful crops, and local farming operations have implemented crop rotations 
and other practices that ensure soil health for each successive year of production.

Water use has become critically analyzed during and after the past drought, one of 
the worst ever recorded in our state. Yet, here in the Salinas Valley we managed our 
water resources to provide irrigation supplies for crop production, mainly due to the 
highly developed water systems in place during the past seven or more decades. 
Estimates of recent groundwater extractions put us at only 4% off sustainable 
yield, which is less than 25,000 acre feet per year. This has been achieved 
through conservation efforts utilizing micro-irrigation and implementation 
of the Castroville Seawater Intrusion Project (CSIP), as part of a larger water 
management strategy. While we aren’t quite there yet, we are within achieving 
sustainable yield by implementing low-hanging fruit projects (pun intended) 
such as clearing the Salinas River Channel of exotic and invasive vegetation.

More than ever farming operations are aware of what they put into the environment. 
Crop protection tools are more benign than ever, targeting specific pests and 
diseases with little impact to other parts of the environment. In our global economy, 
it is critical that we not harbor exotic pests and diseases as they are imported; 
we need to be at the ready to ensure that a pest with no known natural predator 
doesn’t escape into our environment unmanaged. Think Dutch Elm disease or, 
more recently, citrus greening, that have nearly destroyed entire species of trees.

So now its time to re-envision the term environmentalism for it’s not just about 
stopping development, conserving resources, or protecting species, but its about 
managing our working environment for the benefit of food production. Our 
hungry nation demands constant feeding with a healthy, safe, and affordable 
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More than ever farming operations are aware of 
what they put into the environment. 



domestic food supply that depends on farming operations producing fresh 
veggies, berries, protein, and fiber every year. Who better to do this than the 
local farmer who understand the importance of a healthy working landscape?

From the time our country was founded, farming has been an important 
part of our economy. Up until the last century, when the industrial revolution 
took hold, farmers were in the majority of citizens and provided food 
for not only their families but for growing urban centers. Now that less 
than 2% of our country’s population claims farming as their livelihood, 
yet feed the other 98% each year, farming has truly become a model of 
how a working environment can benefit both humans and nature.

Consider this as you read through this month’s Farm Focus® and learn more 
about some of the benefits of farmers and ranchers as environmentalists today. 
It’s no longer just about plowing the soil and planting some seeds; the modern 
farmer or rancher is truly the original environmentalist as there is so much at 
stake if the balance of nature collapses and our food supplies dwindle.  



Thanks To Our  
Golf Tournament 
Gold Sponsors!
This year’s Bill Barker Memorial Golf Tournament was another sell-out! 
240 golfers enjoyed a challenging round on the Bayonet & Black Horse 
courses, and while a bit foggy most of the day, any day out on the golf 
course supporting Farm Bureau and Ag education is a great day! And 
no one hit a hole-in-one to win a truck yet…maybe next year!

Thanks to our Gold Sponsors who made this event a success again this year!

Orradre Farming, Inc.
Pacific Ag Rentals
PlantTape
Rabo AgriFinance
RDO Equipment Co.
Rio Farms
Salinas Valley Tire
Seteco
Steinbeck Country Produce
Sturdy Oil Co.
Tanimura & Antle
Toro Petroleum Corp.
Triangle Farms
Valley Farm Management
Valley Pacific Petroleum
Wilbur-Ellis Company

AgConnect Inc.
American Ag Credit
Booth Machinery
Braga Fresh Family Farms, Inc.
California American Water
Church Brothers, LLC
Driscoll’s
Duda Farm Fresh Foods
Foothill Packing, Inc.
General Farm Investment
Henry Hibino Farms, LLC
Holaday Seed Company, Inc.
King City Nursery, LLC
LA Hearne Company
McSherry & Hudson Insurance Services
Mission Ranches Company, LLC
Nationwide Insurance
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(1)Subject to approved installment credit with John Deere Financial, for agricultural, consumer, or commercial use only. 0% APR for 60 months with 10% down payment. $16.67 per month for every $1,000 financed with 0% APR is for 60 months only. Sales made to government agencies, company direct 
sales or other businesses/agencies that participate in John Deere’s Special Discount Program or in John Deere’s Rental Business Program are not eligible. Taxes, freight, setup and delivery charges could increase monthly payment. Available at participating U.S. dealers. Prices and models may vary by dealer. 
Offer available on new John Deere 3 Series Sub-Compact Tractors and in the U.S. only. Prices and savings in U.S. dollars. (2) Subject to approved installment credit with John Deere Financial, for agricultural, consumer, or commercial use only. 0% APR for 60 months with 10% down payment. $16.67 per 
month for every $1,000 financed with 0% APR is for 60 months only. Sales made to government agencies, company direct sales or other businesses/agencies that participate in John Deere’s Special Discount Program or in John Deere’s Rental Business Program are not eligible. Taxes, freight, setup and 
delivery charges could increase monthly payment. Available at participating U.S. dealers. Prices and models may vary by dealer. Offer available on new John Deere 1 Series Sub-Compact Tractors and in the U.S. only. Prices and savings in U.S. dollars.
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More Companies Should 
Follow Mann’s Lead 
on GMO Labeling
WRITTEN BY: MICHELLE MILLER FOR AGDAILY

Did you know that a vast majority of fresh fruits and vegetables are “non-GMO” by default? It’s true! In the way the 
“GMO” is often defined, there are currently only 10 commercially available genetically engineered crops in the U.S.:

That being said, I think it’s worth 
repeating from time to time that 
California-based Mann’s Fresh Vegetables 
removed the “non-GMO” label off of 
its products and released this blog 
post and press release to explain 
why. It was written by the company’s 
director of marketing and one of the 
owners at Mann’s: Gina Nucci.

“With our Fresh Leaf Farms rebrand and 
re-launch of our Single Cut Lettuces, 
we thought it would be beneficial to 
use the non-GMO verified logo on the 
packaging. This was the first time we had 
ever used it, and we were attempting 
to appeal to millennial customers 
who are demanding much more 
transparency about where their food 

comes from than previous generations.

“When we prepared our packaging for 
Canada, we were told that we could not 
use the non-GMO verified logo there, 
because there are no GMO lettuces. This 
made us think deeper about the logo’s 
use and the perpetuation of food fears. 
The fact that we were also seeing the logo 

Mann’s mission to promote science based labeling joins the ranks of other 
companies like Soylent and Clover Leaf Seafood to stand with farmers, the 
environment, and the bulk of scientific evidence. 
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used on water, sea salt and — no joke — 
kitty litter made the decision an easy one”

So they removed it. The company 
also have a FAQ area on its website 
to share info with consumers 
that all of its vegetables are non-
GMO and further explain:

“We will do our best to educate 
our consumers on the facts about 
GMO products and just how few 
there actually are in our Mann’s 
veggie world!” Nucci says.

Mann’s mission to promote science 
based labeling joins the ranks of 
other companies like Soylent and 
Clover Leaf Seafood to stand with 
farmers, the environment, and 
the bulk of scientific evidence.

Nick Saik from Know Ideas Media 
explains in his video how and why it 
happened. There is no such thing as 
GMO tuna, so thank you, Clover Leaf! 
Can’t wait to buy this at my first chance!

I love supporting any company that 
vows to educate and not mislead 
anyone. I am not a fan of meaningless 
labels, and products such as seafood 
and Mann’s lettuce do not have GMO 
counterparts anyway, so for that reason 
I am happy to help spread the word.

One of the most well-known violators 
of honest labeling is the Non-GMO 
Project — it’s a label we see too often 
on products for which a genetically 
engineered version doesn’t exist. But 
one part of the dishonesty with that 
label emerges when you read the 
asterisks and fine print on their website. 

It says that their products still may 
contain a small percentage of GMOs. 
It is all so misleading! Saik once again 
makes sense of this topic here in this 
video called “Non-GMO Project label 
doesn’t necessarily mean free of GMOs.”

My message to brands like Mann’s and 
Soylent: Keep up the great work by 
educating the masses about how GMOs 
play a major role in furthering agricultural 
production in a positive way. There is 
the adage that you cannot deceive your 
customers with deceptive marketing scare 
tactic and continue to thrive. Considering 
all of the positive attention Clover Leaf 
and Mann’s received for making the 
decision to strip non-GMO labeling off of 
their products, they deserve a lot of credit.

Will this trend continue, and will more 
companies “MANN up?” I sure hope so 
… and vote with your dollars. I’ll take my 
food with a side of science, please.  

MICHELLE MILLER, THE FARM BABE, IS AN 

IOWA-BASED FARMER, PUBLIC SPEAKER, AND 

WRITER, WHO LIVES AND WORKS WITH HER 

BOYFRIEND ON THEIR FARM, WHICH CONSISTS 

OF ROW CROPS, BEEF CATTLE, AND SHEEP. SHE 

BELIEVES EDUCATION IS KEY IN BRIDGING THE 

GAP BETWEEN FARMERS AND CONSUMERS. 
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Buying, building, or making improvements,  

American AgCredit is your agricultural 

 real estate expert.

Call 831.424.1756 today or visit AgLoan.com

A part of the Farm Credit System. Equal Opportunity Lender.



Food science and farm technologies 
today provide Americans with an 
unprecedented abundance of safe, 
healthy and nutritious food. Yet, 
consumers have never been so 
overwhelmed by doubt, their worries 
stoked by anti-technology activists 
peddling unsubstantiated fears.

Some scorn facts, expertise and science. 
Modern farming methods are rejected 
in favor of unreal, romanticized notions 
of a better and more “natural” future.

And that’s a problem. We need food 
science and technology now more 
than ever to meet growing domestic 
and global nutrition challenges.

Evidence tells us that GMOs and gene 
editing represent perhaps the greatest hope 
for a healthier, more sustainable future.

Until recently, the benefits of genetic 
engineering were mostly seen on farms, 
producing sturdier plants with higher 
yields and increasing pest resistance. 
Today, they are at the forefront of a 
consumer-focused revolution.

According to a new report from the 
National Academies of Science, 
Engineering and Medicine, there’s no 
evidence that genetically modified 
foods pose a risk to human health.

Take fast-growing GMO salmon, for 
example, which are now being raised in 
high-tech inland farms located close to 
urban consumers, cutting transportation 
costs and assuring freshness.

Or there’s genetically engineered low 
acrylamide potatoes that pose none of 
the health and environmental concerns of 
natural potatoes, which produce carcinogens 
when cooked at high temperatures.

There’s non-browning apples that cut down 
on food waste and lengthen shelf-life.

Any parent with a child suffering from 
food allergies will hail the fact that a 
new GMO non-allergenic peanut is now 
in the process of being approved for 
sale. The same technology will soon be 
applied to a number of other allergenic 
foods like soybeans and wheat.

Scientists are working on gene-edited 
varieties of oranges to rescue Florida’s 
disease-ridden orange market. And GMO 
technology may be the only answer to 
saving the world’s increasingly blighted 
banana groves from extinction.

Humans have been genetically 
modifying plants through selective 
breeding and crossbreeding for over 

GE Foods 
Solve 
Nutrition 
Challenges
WRITTEN BY: TAYLOR WALLACE  

FOR DETROIT NEWS

Evidence tells us that GMOs and gene editing 
represent perhaps the greatest hope for a 
healthier, more sustainable future. 
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10,000 years. Almost everything we 
eat has been genetically modified. 

After 30 years of scientific testing and dietary 
exposure, no questions about the safety of 
GMO products have been raised. More than 
280 global governmental, scientific, medical 
and environmental organizations confirm 
this. The FDA has repeatedly reconfirmed its 
conclusion that no meaningful differences 
exist between GMO and non-GMO foods.

Despite the evidence, 50 percent of 
Americans voice concerns about food 
safety. This stems from lucrative messages 
incubated by marketers, natural food 
companies and anti-GMO activist groups. 

Perhaps the most prominent and successful 
anti-GMO group is the Non-GMO Project. 
Its GMO-free labels, which link to a website 
that claims GMOs are a threat to health, 
appear on more than 50,000 food products.

For some food marketers, it’s about 
maximizing profits. But in the words of 
Non-GMO Project’s Executive Director 
Megan Westlake, it’s really about killing 
the technology in order to “shrink the 
market for existing GMO ingredients and 
prevent new commercial biotech crops.”

The Non-GMO Project’s GMO-free labels 
violate long-standing FDA consumer 
protection rules which explicitly forbid 
false and misleading labeling.

It’s time for FDA to enforce these guidelines. 
Americans, like the rest of the world, need 
GMOs and gene-editing technologies. 
With the global population set to reach 
11 billion by the end of the century, we 
can’t continue to solve 21st Century 
nutrition or environmental challenges 
with an anti-technology dogma.  

TAYLOR WALLACE IS THE PRINCIPAL & CEO OF 

THE THINK HEALTHY GROUP, INC. AND AN 

ADJUNCT PROFESSOR IN THE DEPARTMENT OF 

NUTRITION AND FOOD STUDIES AT GEORGE 

MASON UNIVERSITY. HE IS THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 

OF THE JOURNAL OF DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND 

DEPUTY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF THE JOURNAL OF THE 

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF NUTRITION.
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Recycling Laws Affecting 
Ag Businesses
SUBMITTED BY SALINAS VALLEY RECYCLES (PART 1 OF 2)

The garbage, recycling, and culls 
generated from your business may take a 
back seat to seemingly more urgent issues, 
like when food safety and production take 
precedence. However, recycling laws and 
compliance requirements in California 
have been changing and increasing over 
the years requiring waste diversion to 
move up the priority list. The fast-paced 
environment in which packing companies, 
growers, ranchers, and harvesters operate 
makes it challenging for ag businesses 
to stay informed with new regulations, 
train staff to manage recyclable materials, 
and incorporate the cost that once came 
with a monetary incentive. But don’t 
despair, we are here to make it easy for 
you to comply and possibly save money!

To help understand the complexity of 
the regulations, here is a brief overview 
of the major requirements. In 2011, the 
State of California passed the Mandatory 
Commercial Recycling Law AB 341, setting 
a goal of 75% landfill diversion by 2020. 

In 2014, the Mandatory Commercial 
Organics Recycling Law AB 1826 was 
passed, requiring local jurisdictions 
to implement organic waste recycling 
programs to divert organic waste (think 
culls or spent produce) from the landfill. 
As of 2019, businesses that generate four 
(4) cubic yards or more of solid waste per 
week are required to have both recycling 
and organics diversion programs. These 
programs are designed to help us use 
our resources efficiently and to reduce 
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.

If your business already has both recycling 
and organics programs or services, you 
are ahead of the curve! The next step is to 
make sure you and your staff understand 
what can be placed in your mixed recycling 
and organics recycling bins, and if you’ll 
need to find an additional outlet for high 
volume recyclable materials such as drip 
tape. Working with your jurisdiction’s local 
recycling coordinator or garbage hauler 
can help you reach full compliance.

Recycle

 It is important to understand that these 
recycling laws go beyond bottles and 
cans. For ag businesses, recycling can 
include, but is not limited to drip tape, 
5-gallon buckets, pallets, bagged food 
waste, mulch film, culls, broken RPCs, 
cardboard, scrap metal, and tires.

Many film-based plastic materials are 
no longer recyclable due to China’s 
National Sword Policy. China, one of the 
world’s largest importers of recyclables, 
has implemented new rules that require 
recyclables to be CLEAN with a maximum 
of 0.5% contamination. Although some 
items are no longer recyclable, we 
understand that agriculture operators will 
continue to use them because they are 
cost-effective, critical to their business 
operations, and help meet consumer 
demands for more convenient packaging. 

“It is important to start thinking 
about responsible purchasing and 
shift from talking about the ‘back 
end’ to talking about changing what 
the materials are made of. Producers 
should start considering their business 
from beginning to end, redesigning 
it to produce less waste,” says Mandy 
Brooks, Resource Recovery Manager, 
for Salinas Valley Recycles. Brooks 
acknowledges it is a big lift but important 
for ag businesses to start working with 
materials and supply chain vendors 
to design durable products that can 
be reused, returned, and recycled. 

Materials such as cardboard, 5-gallon 
buckets, mixed paper, bottles, and 
cans can be placed in mixed recycling 
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carts or recycling dumpsters serviced 
by your garbage and recycling 
hauler. Jeff Hougham, Operations 
Manager for Monterey Disposal and 
Tri-Cities Disposal & Recycling, says 
it’s important that recyclable materials 
are not bagged. “Bagging can create 
problems in sorting facilities that lead 
to mechanical issues and operational 
shutdowns, resulting in higher costs.” 

Recycling also includes organic materials 
such as food scraps and yard waste that can 
be turned into compost or energy instead 
of ending up in the landfill. Culls can also 
be recovered and taken to feedlots for 
animal consumption. Bagged or packaged 
food products can now be separated using 
the de-packaging equipment located 
at Johnson Canyon Landfill. Contact 
Salinas Valley Recycles (831-775-3000) 
or your garbage hauler to learn more 
about this program. Food waste, just 
like recyclables, should be kept free of 
contamination; materials like gloves, 
hairnets, pallet strapping, and plastic 
bags should be kept out of collection bins. 
Contamination causes mechanical issues 
in compost processing, leads to a low-
quality end product, and increases costs.

Work with your local Recycling 
Coordinator to help establish your 
recycling and food waste collection 

programs. These waste recovery experts 
provide free waste assessments, 
advice on bin placement, and bilingual 
staff training. They can help you 
document and report your recycling 
and diversion efforts to the State. 

Document

If you choose to recycle with a third-party 
hauler, always document your efforts 
by tracking loads, including material 
type, number of hauled trips, and weight 
tickets. If you have a cull diversion 
program in place, make sure to document 
your diversion. It is important to have 
your waste diversion and recycling 
programs written into your standard 
operating procedure and officially assign 
employees to manage these programs. 
By documenting and reporting your 
efforts, your business is confirming that 
you are complying with recycling and 
diversion laws and will avoid future fees. 

Ag companies located in incorporated 
cities of Salinas, Gonzales, Soledad, 
Greenfield, and King City can report 
programs and diversion to Salinas 
Valley Recycles at 831-775-3000. 
Companies located in unincorporated 
Monterey County contact Monterey 
County Recycling and Resource 
Recovery Services at 831-755-8907.

Trash Disposal

Non-recyclable items can be bagged and 
thrown in the trash bin. Keep in mind that 
items like motor oil, filters, paint, pesticides, 
batteries, and electronics are neither trash or 
recyclable and should be properly disposed 
of with a universal waste management 
company. If you don’t have a universal 
waste management program in place, call 
831-755-4505 for more information. 

What’s Next? 

Currently the California Department 
of Resources Recycling and Recovery 
(CalRecycle) is in the rulemaking process 
of SB 1383, a bill that “establishes targets 
to achieve a 50 percent reduction in the 
level of the statewide disposal of organic 
waste from the 2014 level by 2020 and a 
75 percent reduction by 2025 that will help 
reduce methane emissions from organic 
waste disposed of in California’s landfills.” 
If you are donating to the local food bank 
or other entities in the County, document 
your efforts. In 2022 penalties will take 
effect for those businesses/agencies not 
complying. In Part 2 of this series, coming 
in the winter issue of Farm Focus®, we’ll 
address what your company needs to know 
about being compliant with SB 1383.

For questions about these laws, contact 
your local garbage and recycling hauler, 
Salinas Valley Recycles (831-775-3000) 
or the Monterey County Environmental 
Health Bureau (831-755-4505). Together 
we are working to maintain a clean 
and healthy Monterey County!  

THIS ARTICLE WAS A COLLABORATION BETWEEN 

MONTEREY COUNTY ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH, 

SALINAS VALLEY RECYCLES, MEASURE TO IMPROVE 

AND TRI-CITIES DISPOSAL & RECYCLING.

As of 2019, businesses that generate four (4) 
cubic yards or more of solid waste per week are 
required to have both recycling and organics 
diversion programs. 
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Over the past few months, I’ve had the 
privilege of meeting with nearly all 
state Farm Bureau presidents and their 
top staff. I have come away from these 
meetings even more impressed by how 
Farm Bureau’s elected and staff leaders 
are devoted to keeping agriculture strong.

I’ve attended four regional meetings, 
as well as the annual American Farm 
Bureau Council of Presidents meeting, 
attended by presidents from all 50 states 
and Puerto Rico. Discussions about what 
excites us about agriculture’s future and 
what keeps us up at night showed how 
our Farm Bureau leaders are abreast 
of trends, threats and opportunities.

Infrastructure issues were top-of-mind 
in all four regions, from improving 
roads and bridges needed to get farm 
products to market and get customers to 
our farms, to increasing rural America’s 
access to broadband internet.

Access to broadband is an issue 
that fires up Farm Bureau members 
everywhere I go. It’s an issue that 
crosses over from direct farming impact 
to quality of life for farm families.

On the direct-farming-impact side, 
broadband is necessary for farmers 
to use modern technologies and 
techniques that let them use just the 
right amount of fertilizer, pesticides 
and fuel. On the quality-of-life side, 
we must ensure access to educational, 
health care and economic resources 
to attract young people back to our 
rural, farming communities.

Broadband is no longer a luxury. It’s 
a necessity! That’s why Farm Bureau 

is asking everyone to contact their 
members of Congress and urge 
them to support the Broadband Data 
Improvement Act. The bill would 
change how we map areas that don’t 
have broadband, so we get a better 
picture of where we need to do more 
work and commit more resources.

In the Midwest, much of the discussion 
was focused on this year’s flooding, trade 
challenges and farm economy. What 
I heard is most farmers and ranchers 
support efforts to make China play by the 
rules of fair trade, but the administration 
must negotiate an end to this trade 
war sooner rather than later. Even with 
the financial assistance the president 
has provided, and we are grateful for 
it, farmers and ranchers cannot hold 
on forever without a market for what 
we grow. We need to reopen access to 
China, as well as pass the U.S.-Mexico-
Canada Agreement to modernize 
trade with our nearest neighbors.

Regional Discussions 
Reinforce National Priorities
WRITTEN BY: ZIPPY DUVALL, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION (FOR AGALERT®)

 CONTINUES ON PAGE 14  
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Regional Discussions Reinforce National Priorities  
 CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12  

In the West, federal lands and 
endangered species issues were a main 
topic. In the Southern region, I saw a 
great presentation on the importance of 
the Port of Greater Baton Rouge, at the 
end of the Mississippi River, to our ability 
to ship farm goods to foreign markets.

In the Northeast, there was a lot of 
discussion about the cost and availability 
of agricultural labor. A national solution 
to our agricultural labor shortage, one 
that sets a fair, market-based wage, is 
needed now more than ever to ensure 
that agriculture can survive in every state.

Farmers and ranchers in every 
region deal with wildlife, such as the 
overpopulation of wild horses and 
burros in the West. They need to be able 
to reach commonsense compromises 
with activists and governments to 
properly manage populations and 
protect their crops and animals.

In fact, there was a lot of overlap across 
the regions. For example, everyone 
is concerned about the toll the farm 
economy is taking on farmers’ mental 
health. We discussed ways Farm Bureau is 
working to raise awareness of rural stress 

and share information about resources 
available to farmers and the Farm Bureau 
staff members who serve them.

The discussions at all these meetings 
confirm that our national policy priorities 
truly are national in scope—they affect 
farmers and ranchers in every part of the 
nation, even if they bubble up in different 
ways and at different times across states 
and regions. Our farmer members are 
looking to us and their elected officials 
in Washington to work for national 
solutions on these issues and more.

We also had good dialogue about the 
mission and goals of our organization. 
I’m grateful our elected leaders of Farm 
Bureau are engaged in this discussion 
and committed to maintaining a 
strong national Voice of Agriculture.

American agriculture truly is in good hands 
with these Farm Bureau leaders working 
for our farmers and ranchers. I want to 
thank all the state leaders who welcomed 
me to your meetings. I’m grateful for 
our national farm organization, and I’m 
Farm Bureau Proud to work alongside 
you for all our farmers and ranchers.  

VINCENT “ZIPPY” DUVALL, A POULTRY, CATTLE AND 

HAY PRODUCER FROM GEORGIA, IS PRESIDENT OF 

THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION.

We discussed ways Farm Bureau is working to raise 
awareness of rural stress and share information 
about resources available to farmers and the Farm 
Bureau staff members who serve them. 
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*Farm Bureau Bonus Cash is exclusively for active Farm Bureau members who are residents of the United States. This 
incentive is not available on Shelby GT350®, Shelby® GT350R, Mustang BULLITT, Ford GT, Focus RS and F-150 Raptor. 
This offer may not be used in conjunction with most other Ford Motor Company and Lincoln Motor Company private 
incentives or AXZD-Plans. Some customer and purchase eligibility restrictions apply. Must be a Farm Bureau member 
for 30 consecutive days prior to purchase. Visit FordFarmBureauAdvantage.com or LincolnFarmBureauAdvantage.com 
or see your authorized Ford or Lincoln Dealer for qualifications and complete details.

FARM BUREAU MEMBERS GET

$500 BONUS CASH*

FordFarmBureauAdvantage.com



“Sticks and stones may break my bones, but words will never hurt 
me” – something that our parents taught us when we were kids.

But what if the name you were 
called was environmentalist?

Just recently, I was asked if I considered 
myself an environmentalist. I thought 
about the question for a moment and 
realized that this is a label those of 
us in agriculture must embrace.

I’ve always considered myself an 
environmentalist. I studied soil 
science at Cal Poly. I am a partner in 
Converted Organics, which is known 
for producing eco-friendly fertilizers. 

Through my work, I’ve made friends with 
some of the best growers - wonderful, 
local farmers who are true stewards of 
the land that we have here in Monterey 
County. And they’re all environmentalists.

So, yes – I consider myself an 
environmentalist. And at their core – I 
bet most farmers consider themselves 
environmentalists, too. While the label 
may not sound right, the truth is much of 

our environmental work goes unnoticed. 
Farmers have long been preservationists 
with our local environment.

We should embrace being called 
an environmentalist – because no 
one cares more about our slice of 
Mother Earth than local growers. 
Farmers and environmentalists do 
not have to be mutually exclusive.

Ever since I was first elected to the 
Salinas City Council over a decade 
ago, I realized that there were too few 
elected officials with an ag background 
– who truly know local agriculture.

I earned my stripes down in Yuma, 
negotiated new pack sizes with the big 
retailers and worked the third sanitation 
shift in a processing plant. I claim 
this part of my resume with pride.

Local farmers have been practicing 
sustainable farming for years. 
Sustainability isn’t just a new catch phrase 

for farmers – it’s literally the inheritance 
they plan on leaving to their children.

Many of the operations in the Valley 
are passed down from generation 
to generation and are the heart of 
California’s agriculture. That generational 
legacy means that farmers bear the 
responsibility of feeding the world 
while also being a steward of the land. 

Yes, you are an environmentalist. 
Accept it.

Environmentalists and farmers all 
want the same thing. Clean air, clean 
water and healthy soil. The families 
of farmers and environmentalists all 
drink the same water and breathe 
the same air. Our aims are true.

We need to better tell the stories of 
how farmers are environmentalists. The 
work we do. The research we rely upon. 
The sacrifices we make. The pride in 
our land and our stewardship. Telling 
these stories is key in having others 
understand us and cooperate with us.

Agricultural 
Experience
WRITTEN BY: STEVE MCSHANE, CANDIDATE FOR SUPERVISOR

Our Government  
Needs Leaders with
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As Tom Nassif of the Western Growers 
Association said, “…In truth, farmers 
and environmentalists should be allies. 
The environmental and agricultural 
communities have more in common than 
conventional wisdom might suggest. 
Both desire to preserve our planet and 
its resources for future generations. I 
am not shy about saying farmers are 
the original environmentalists.”

Of course farmers are environmentalists. 
Farming is a business. Successful 
agriculture businesses are dependent 
upon healthy soil, clean air and 
clean water. Neglected land will 
soon cease producing fruit and 
vegetables. Farmers know this – their 
parents and grandparents knew this. 
They were environmentalists.

Salinas Valley producers have been the 
leader among environmentalists, using 

technology to learn how to better protect 
our soil, crops, water and air. As organic 
farming continues to grow, more and 
more growers will be looking to new 
technology for more sustainability.

In the Salinas Valley, tech experts are 
working hand-in-hand with our industry 
in researching, planning and using 
the most sustainable technologies 
and practices. You know what? These 
tech developers who are working in 
agriculture – they’re all environmentalists, 
too. That’s part of what drives them.

In 2014, I founded the Salinas Valley 
Ag-Tech Summit along with Hartnell 
College. This event capitalizes on a 
regional commitment to innovation in 
our industry. At each Summit, more 
and more growers are embracing 
new innovation in our industry with 
sustainable practices in mind.

Taylor Fresh Foods is a terrific example of 
farmers who are also environmentalists. 
The world’s largest producer of 
vegetables, they are committed to “…
using sustainable farming practices 
to grow the finest vegetables and 
preserve their land in order to pass on 
to the next generation of farmers…”

I am proud to have received an early 
endorsement from the Monterey 
County Farm Bureau for my campaign 
for County Supervisor. Please 
consider this an invitation to get 
involved in my election – both with an 
endorsement and a contribution. 

I’m proud to call myself an 
environmentalist.  

STEVE MCSHANE IS A THREE-TERM MEMBER 

OF THE SALINAS CITY COUNCIL. CONTACT  

HIM AT STEVE@MCSHANELANDSCAPE.COM  

OR 831-970-4141.

We should embrace being called an 
environmentalist – because no one cares more 
about our slice of Mother Earth than local growers. 



Don’t Risk Finding Out if Your Farm is 
Underinsured When You Have a Loss 
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS PROVIDED BY NATIONWIDE, THE #1 FARM AND RANCH INSURER IN THE U.S.*

Products underwritten by Nationwide Agribusiness Insurance Company, Farmland Mutual Insurance Company, Allied 

Property and Casualty Insurance Company and AMCO Insurance Company. Products and discounts not available to 

all persons in all states. Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of 

Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. © 2019 Nationwide.

Insuring to the accurate value of your 
home, buildings, equipment and inventory 
is an important consideration when 
reviewing your insurance coverage needs. 
Here’s why: If you have a major loss and 
your property is not properly valued, your 
claim reimbursement could fall short of 
your expectations and put you in a bind. In 
the event of a major loss, this might even 
create a serious financial shortfall.

Studies show that a large percentage 
of homes and farm buildings in the 
United States are underinsured. So we 
recommend discussing this with your 
insurance agent to ensure you’re keeping 
your property values up-to-date.

Request a consultation

If your insurance agent has not been 
to your farm or ranch in a year or more, 
ask for an in-person visit to verify your 
values. Current values are determined by 
a number of factors, including the cost of 
construction in your specific region.

You’ll want to be sure your values are 
based on current information as well 
as forecasts. If you’ve acquired new 
equipment or land, or expanded your 
operation, this is a good time to make 
sure everything is covered.

Consider automatic adjustments

Ask your agent if he or she offers a 
policy that automatically adjusts for 
changing values. The AgriChoice® farm 
insurance policy offered by Nationwide 
includes a provision known as automatic 
construction cost. This means that, at 
each renewal, your home valuation is 
automatically adjusted to reflect current 
building costs in your zip code. 

NATIONWIDE HAS BEEN PROTECTING 

AGRICULTURE FOR MORE THAN 100 YEARS, 

INCLUDING COMMERCIAL AGRIBUSINESSES. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR LOCAL 

NATIONWIDE AGENT OR VISIT NATIONWIDE.

COM/BUSINESS/AGRIBUSINESS.
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Monterey County Farm Bureau
P.O. Box 1449
Salinas, CA 93902

Phone: 831.751.3100
Email: administration@montereycfb.com
Office Hours: 7:00am - 4:00pm (M-F)

SERVING MONTEREY COUNTY AGRICULTURE SINCE 1917

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

Agriculture Law

Business & Taxation

Construction

Creditor’s Rights

Estate Planning

Labor & Employment

Litigation

Personal Injury

Public Agencies

Real Estate & Land Use

nheh.com

333 Salinas Street

Salinas, CA 93901

831.424.1414

Client Focused. Relationship Driven.
A Tradition of Excellence Since 1928.

470 Camino El Estero, 

Monterey, CA 93940  

831.373.3622


